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Abstract
We stud; the finite abelian groups JS^o), where o denotes the ring of integers of a totally 
reai number field. As a major too! we employ the Bkch-T&te conjecture which states that 
the order of KgO?) can be computed via the Dedekind zeta-function. The odd part of this 
conjecture has been proved for abelian fields as a consequence of the Mazur-Wiles work on the 
“Main conjecture®.
After the preliminaries of chapter 1, we proceed in chapter 2 by deriving a formula for
1), where F  denotes a totally real abelian number Held. Using this formula we prove the 
congruence 1 = 1  mod [F : Q] for a  class of large prime divisors I  of For the totally
real subfields of Q(fp), p prime, we obtain that every prime q > 5 dividing the field degr ee 
[ F : <Q] is a divisor of #Kg(o). Finally we show that a prime number p is Irregular if and only 
if p divides the order of JC^Ojp), where F  is the maximal totally real subfield of <Q(cp).
In chapter 3 we use results of J. Hurrelbrink and M. Kolster to  prove the 3-part of the 
Birch-Ih&e conjecture for two families of abelian number fields, one of them being the totally 
real subfields of fc €  IN. We compute the 2-parts of W2(F )fp (- l)  and show that the
full cyclotomic fields involved have odd class numbers. In chapter 4 we combine recent results 
of J. Hurrelbrink and P. E. Conner with those of K. S. Brown on the values of the Dedekind 
zeta-function and obtain that the conditions 2^ :<^ 11| #Kg(o) and || 1) are
equivalent. Therefore the 2-part of the Birch-Thte conjecture holds for any—not necessarily 
abelian—totally real number field satisfying one (and hence both) of these conditions.
Ifeble 1 and table 2 contain the values of |w2(F )jjp (-l) | for totally real subfields of Q(fm)> 
m  <  100. In tabie 3 we list all primes p <  10 000 with the property that g = is prime and
2 is a primitive root of q.
iv
Introduction
Having undergone quite a rapid development within the last twenty-odd years, algebraic 
Jf-theory has found applications in various mathematical disciplines. In the case of number 
fields F  and their rings of integers o the study of the various JC-groups Kq(o), JCj(o), K3 (o), . ..  
is closely related to the arithmetic of the underlying rings. So it is well known [24] that 
K q(o) c x B x C l ,  where Cl denotes the ideal class group of F, and Kj(o) £2 o*, the unit group 
of o.
For the abelian group K^ip) there are no general structure theorems of thfe kind. A 
theorem of H. Garland [11] states that Kg(o) is finite. The algebraic meaning of JFC3 (o) is that 
it contains the “nontrivial” relations between elementary matrices with entries in o. For rings of 
integers of number fields it is well known that E(o), the group generated by elementary matrices, 
is equal to SL(o), the special linear group, consisting of all matrices with determinant 1. Hence 
knowing JC3 (o) yields a presentation of SL(o) in terms of generators and relations.
An important invariant for any finite abelian group is its order. A conjecture of Birch 
and Thte ([1], [29]) states that #JC3 (o) =  |«*|(F) -fjp (-l) | for all totally real number fields, 
where fp  is the Dedekind zeta-function of F  and tt^(F) is a  factor that can be fairly easily 
determined. The proof of the “Main Conjecture” by Mazur and Wiles [23] implies the Birch- 
Thte conjecture for abelian number fields up to  2-torsion. In particular, there is an element of 
K3 (o) having order q for eveiy odd prime number q dividing u^(F)fjp(—1). The 2-part of the 
Birch-Tttte conjecture is still unproved except for some families of totally read abelian number 
fields, see [17], [18], [21], [22], [31].
In this dissertation we show the existence of certain “small” divisors of # K 3 ( o )  and give 
congruence conditions feu- “large” ones. We prove the Birch-Ihte conjecture for two families 
of abelian number fields, one of them being the totally real subfields of the cyclotomlc fields
^). Our main result is the proof of the 2-part of the Birch-Ihte conjecture for all totally
3
real—not necessarily abelian—number fields F  with the property that 2l*P’<^ l is the exact
2-power dividing tua(F)fjp(-l).
v
In chapter 1 we give the basic definitions and a collection of known facts about Kg(o). We 
define the group Kg(R) for arbitrary associative rings R  with 1 via the Steinberg group 5£(Jt). 
For rings of integers c of number fields F  we give an alternative definition of Kg(o) in terms of 
an exact sequence involving Kg^F) and tame symbols [25].
Throughout chapter 2 we consider totally real subfields F  of cyclotomic fields where
Sm =  S3" /" * , m £ H .  Using a formula for the values of the Dedekind zeta-function that is 
essentially due to C. L. Siegel [27], we show that most of the large prime divisors of $Kg{6) 
are congruent to 1 modulo the field degree [F : <$]. For the real subfields F  of Q(fy), where p 
is a prime number, we prove that every prime q >  5 dividing [F : Q] is also a divisor of the 
order of ^ 3 (0 ). Finally we derive that a prime number p is irregular if and only if p divides the 
order of Kg(op), where F  is the maximal totally real subfield of the cyclotomic field Q(fy).
Chapter 3 deals with the 2-part of the Birch-Tt&e conjecture . We narrow our attention to 
totally real fields with the property that 2^ :<®J is the exact 2 -power dividing 
By the 2-rank formula for Kg(o) [30] and a result of Serre [26], this is the minimal power of 
2 that can possibly occur. Fields of this type have the property that 2 is inert in F /Q  and 
that their S-class numbers are odd, where S  denotes the set of infinite and dyadic primes of 
F . lb  obtain our results we apply a theorem of J. Hurrelbrink and M. Koister [IS] that gives 
conditions equivalent to the Birch-Thte conjecture . We consider two families of abelian fields, 
namely the maximal totally real subfields of the cyclotomic fields Q (^ ) ,fc  £  IN, and of 
where pis a prime number congruent to 3 modulo 8 such that q =  is a prime having 2 as a 
primitive root. In both cases we show first that jj ti>j(F)fjp(—1). This property implies
that the Birch-Tate conjecture is equivalent to the statement that the class numbers of the full 
cyclotomic fields are odd. Using the analytic class number formula we determine the 2-parts 
of the relative class numbers of these fields, which turn out to be trivial, and the Birch-Ihte 
conjecture follows. Moreover we can conclude from this that the maximal totally real subfields 
of the above fields contain systems of fundamental units with independent signs.
In chapter 4 we approach the same problem, i.e. the proof of the 2-part of the Birch- 
Icite conjecture, for a larger class of fields by combining recent results of J. Hurrelbrink and 
P. E>. Conner [8] with those of K. S. Brown [5] on the values of the Dedekind zetarfunction. In
particular, our result holds even in the non-abelian case. We obtain our main theorem, namely 
that the conditions j M !  II #K j(o ) and j M J  II —1) are equivalent. Therefore the
3-part of the Birch-Ibte conjecture holds for axqr totally real number field satisfying either one 
(and hence both) of these conditions. This generalizes earlier results considerably. Except for 
one [31], all the families of fields for which the Birch-Tbte conjecture has been proved so far are 
covered by this theorem.
T&ble 1 and 3 were produced in order to have some examples at hand that might suggest 
theorems. In fact, the chapter on odd divisors of # # 2 (0) originated from this computational 
work. Furthermore, the tables do not only illustrate the results but also contain proofs of the 
Birch-Thte conjecture for special cases in the sense that the Birch-Tate conjecture holds for every 
field mentioned in table 1 or 2 for which 2l™>] || « , ( ! % . (  -1 ). Most of the computations 
have been performed on a VAX 11/750 running MACSYMA. Table 1 contains the values 
of |ti/2 (F)fyp(“ l) | for all totally real subfields of Qfyp), p <  100 prime. Thble 2 lists the 
corresponding values of the maximal totally real subfields of Qfym) for composite m <  100. 
In table 3 we give all prime numbers p <  10000 having the property that q =  is prime 
and 2 is a primitive root of q. In the appendix we present a program that was used for the 
computation of table 1.
vii
C hapter 1 
Prelim inaries
§1.1. Basic definitions
A good reference for the material of this paragraph is [24]. Let A be an arbitrary associative 
ring with an identity element 1, A* its group of units. We will be concerned with groups of 
matrices having entries in A. For » €  IN, denote by GL(n,R) the group of invertible n Xn -  
matrices over R  and by £L(n, A) the subgroup of GL(n,R) consisting of the matrices with 
determinant 1. Furthermore, let B(n,A) C SL(n, A) be the group generated by elementary 
matrices e^-(r), r  €  A, 1 <  i , j  < » , * ? £  j .  Here ety(r) is the matrix with r  in the »-th row, 
j'-th column, I ’s in the main diagonal and zeroes elsewhere. We will mainly deal with GL(R), 
SL(R), and 13(A), which are defined to be the direct limits as n —► <x> of the finite versions of the 
corresponding groups. One can simply think of them as unions, with the obvious identifications
Now we introduce the Steinberg group of A which is defined in terms of generators and 
relations that are designed to imitate the behavior of elementary matrices.
Definition 1.1. The Steinberg group St (A) is the group given by generators xtJ (r), r  €  
A,i, j  €  11,»# j ,  and relations
Here [a,6] =  a b a - *6“  denotes the commutator of a  and b. One can check easily that
1
2elementary matrices etJ (r) satisfy these relations, and hence we have a canonical epimorphism 
4>: St(R) —#■ E(R) which sends ®,j(r) to e^(r).
Definition 1 .2 . ^ ( J t )  = ker(^).
This means that J^CR) represents the nontrivial relations between elementary matrices 
over R, if the relations (i), (ii) are considered the trivial ones. It has been proved in [24] 
(Thm. 5.1) that if? (A) is the center of the Steinberg group, thus Kg(R) is an abelian group 
for any ring R. Since every homomorphism between rings R  and S  induces a homomorphism 
Kg(R) — ► Kg(S), Kg is a covariant functor between rings (associative with 1) and abelian 
groups.
If one is interested in explicitly determining elements of Kg(R), one has to look around 
for relations between elementary matrices. Several classes of elements of Kg(R) have been 
successfully exhibited in this m y  and have led to the definitions of various “symbols", e.g. 
Steinberg symbols, Dennis-Stein symbols, and generalizations thereof. These are all elements 
depending on two entries a , b € R  and satisfying properties at least similar to those that one is 
used to for number-theoretic symbols, like quadratic residue symbols or Hilbert symbols. Fbr 
instance, consider the matrix identity
which holds whenever R  is commutative and gives rise to an element of Kg(R) in the following 
way.
Definition 1 .8 . Let R  be a commutative ring, a, b £  R*. Let wjgta) =  (<0 *3i (—a )a12(a)>
h l3 (a) =  Wi2 (a)u;i2 ( - 1). The element {a,6} of St(Jt), defined by
{a, b} =  hig(a) fcj3 (6) ^ 13(06)
is called a Steinberg symbol with entries in R.
Hrom the above matrix identity it follows that {a, 6)  €  Kg(Jl) for all a,b £  R*. In fact, 
if Jt =  F  is a field, Kg(F) is generated by Steinberg symbols. This is by no means true for 
arbitrary rings. For example, if o is the ring of integers of a  real quadratic field m >  0
squarefree, then Kg(o) is generated by Steinberg symbols if and only if m  =  2, 5, or 13 13]. 
Been if we do not restrict ourselves to  quadratic fields, we do not know any element of Kg(o) 
of prime order > 5 that can be expressed as a Steinberg or Dennis-Stein symbol with entries 
in o*. The Dennis-Stein symbols <  a, 6 >  €  Kg(R), given by
< >  :== *21 ( 7 ^ )  ®12(a)*21 (P) *12 ( 7 ^ )
are defined whenever 1 -}• ah €  R* and arise from the matrix identity
( - 1 : ) ( : ; ) ( : : ) ( :
with c 1 +  ah (see [9]). ©very Steinberg symbol Is a Dennis-Stein symbol; they are related 
to each other by
It is not known whether the Dennis-Stein symbols suffice for the generating of Kg of rings of 
integers.
§1 .2 . Kg o f rings of integers
From now on let F  be a number field, i.e. a finite extension of Q, o s= Op its ring of 
integers, and ip  the Dedekind zetarfunction associated to F. Denote by rj(F ) and rg(F) the 
number of real and pairs of complex embeddings of F , respectively. Every abelian number 
field is contained in a cyclotomic field <Q(?m) for some m 6  IN. Here im  denotes a primitive 
m-th root of unify. If, in addition, F  is totally real, F  is contained in the maximal totally real 
subfield °* Q(?m)- We give an alternative definition of Kg(o), see [25].
Definition 1.4.
a) Let |p be a finite prime of F, 1/  the valuation corresponding to p  with residue class field 
f  — of p. The map
rp : F * X F *  —
i/(y)
(x,v) —
is called the p-odic tame symbol on P.
b) The group K 2(o) b defined by the exact sequence
1 — *K2(o) —+ K 2(F) - U  II i p / p f  —1,
P
where the prduct is taken over the finite primes of F , and r  =  (tp ) b given by the |p-adic 
tame symbols.
In particular, K 2(o) is a subgroup of K 2(F). This permits to do computations with elements
of K 2(o) in K 2(F) instead, which can be convenient since the latter b known to be generated
by Steinberg symbols.
By a theorem of H. Garland [11], K2(op) is a finite group for any number field F, and it 
is natural to ask for its order. In 1970, J. Birch [1] and J. Thte [29] conjectured that
#JC3 (o) =  1103(F ). fp ( - l ) | ,  (1)
for all totally real number fields F; here
102(F) := max { m : Gal(F(fm)/F ) 2 =  1}.
Equivalently, 102(F) =  2*11 l nl ^ \  the product b taken over all prime numbers t, and n^fF) :=  
max{n > 0 : <Q(f^ n.)"^  C F ). It b known that u$(F)fF (—1) b a rational integer [26]. The 
proof of the “Main Conjecture*1 by Mazur and Wiles [23] implies the Birch-Ihte conjecture for 
all totally real abelian number fields up to the 2-primary part. In particular, if p b an odd 
prime number, then
V | # % (o )  *=*■ p | 102(F) -fF ( - l ) . (2)
5Thus, odd prime divisors of #JC3 (o) can be found by computing w^(F) and fjp (-l). We state 
some obvious facts about wg(F):
0) tojCQ) »  24.
(ii) If F  C E, then 102(F) divides
(iii) If F  =  Q(fm)+ , m g  IN, then
^ ( F )  =
’ 2m if 4 1 m, 3 j m, 
6m i f 4 | m , 3 / m ,  
8m if 2 Jfm> 3 j m, 
24m if 2 Jm,  3 / m
(3)
(iv) If F  is a aubfield of , p prime, then
( F ) = { » . P y = < « ( » ) + ,  (4)
24 otherwise.
The 2-part of the Birch-T^te conjecture remains yet unproved accept for some special 
families of number fields, see [17], [18], [21], [22], [31]. The only general result on the 2-Sylow- 
subgroup of K^{o) is Ihie’s 2-rank formula, which holds for any number field ([30], see also 
[32]).
Theorem  1.6. Let F  be an arbitrary number field, S  the set of infinite and dyadic primes, 
(3s  (F) the class group of the ring of S-integers and fl^(F) the number of dyadic places of F. 
Then
rk3(Jf3 (oF )) =  rx(F) + y 3(F) -  l  +  rk3(cfS (F )). (8)
If we combine the 2-rank formula with a result of Serre ([26], Prop. 30) we obtain
Proposition 1.6. If F  is totally real, then 2r c^2(^2(0)) divides 1).
We give a  list of those families of number fields for which the 2-part of the Birch-Thfce 
conjecture has been established up to now. Note that all these fields are abelian.
6Theorem 1.7. The Birch-lhte conjecture holds for the fields
1) F  =  Q(n/5), where d =  2, p, or 2p, p a  prime number congruent to ±3 mod 8. In this case, 
the 3-part of # 1^ 2 (0) is equal to  2^ [17].
2) F  = Q('/d), where d =  p ■ q with different primes p, q =  3 mod 8 or d = p with a prime p 
of the form p =  u? -  2tu2, u >  0, u  =  3 mod 4, =  0 mod 4. Here (# K 2(o))3 =  2® [31].
3) F  =  fgm a primitive 2m-th root of unity. (# K 3(o)) 3 =  3 ^ 1  [33].
4) F  =  4J(fp)^", where p is a  prime number such that q =  - ^ r  is a prime having 2 as a 
primitive root. Here again ( # ^ 3(0)) 3 =  2 ^ :<®1 [18].
We will add two classes of fields to this collection. Except for b), all of these fields have the 
properly that the 2-Sylow-subgroup of K ^o) “  "small”* i-e- elementary abelian and of 2-rank 
r^(F) =  [F : 4)]. Before we proceed into this direction we will consider values of zeta-functions 
of abelian fields and odd prime divisors of the order of JCg(o).
C hapter 2 
Odd divisors o f th e  o rder of Kg(o)
§2.1. Computation of fjp(-l)
Now let F  be a—not necessarily totally real—abelian number field, H  its character group, 
and i p  its Dedekind zeta-function. For x  G W, let be its conductor, and let L(*,x) be the 
Dirichlet L-series associated to x* Bbr » G Ng, x £ H ,  the generalized Bernoulli polynomials 
£n,x(z) are defined by
E X(t) ■ o • ~  f _  Y ' r , o_
t= l  e A  1 n= 0
From theBe we obtain the generalized Bernoulli numbers Bn,x := Br^x(O). The ordinary
Bernoulli polynomials B n(x) and numbers B n  belong to the principal character x  =  !■ We
state the following well-known facts, see [19], [32]:
fp(») = II
X € H
L(-m ,x )  = -----” ^  V m 6 W 0,m + 1
I,x = Ix Z  X® b™+i(t" " l) •
t= l  ‘*x
Putting Sm(®) :== yj>pl (z - ^)iw  obtain
Theorem  2.1. ([17], Thm. 1) Let F  be an abelian number field with character group H. Then, 
for all m  €■?()>




This result is essentially due to C. L. Siegel [27]. Fur the proof, note that ?q (—m) =
is the factor belonging to the principal character, and use the conductor-discriminant formula
|dp| =  II f x  ■ Observe that fjp(—m) =  0 unless F  is totally real.
X6 H
Now let F  be totally real abelian with [F : €J] =  n. and consider the special case m  =  1: 
We have J?3 =  JB3 (z) =  »* + »  + g, hence S1(a) =  ^ a ( a -  1) +  -^ .  Now xO) =  0 
for every nontrivial character x> furthermore d p  > 0, thus
*(-‘>=■4^  n \Zxuj-{f -i) ,
x€ H  x  x
X# 1
hence, using the conductor-disCTinunant-formula once again,
t p ( _ 1 ) = n  £ x ( t ) t  ( t  - f x )  ■ (6)
F  x € H t = l
§2.2. Large divisors o f the order of K3(o)
We will use this formula in the next few paragraphs to obtain conditions on odd primes 
dividing #K'3(o). First we prove
Theorem  2.2. Let F  be a cyclic subfield of m €  IN, with [F : Q] =  n  , o its ring
of integers. Let £ be an odd prime number with
(i) ( l ,m n )  = 1,
0 0  * l l # * 3 (o),
(Hi) I  yf # K 3(oj£) for any proper subfield E  of F.
Then £ =  1 mod n.
Proof. We have £ || #JC3 (o) if and only if 1 1| By assumption, I  J[m> hence
I  /  Considering (6) and writing x(*)< (* “  /x) ^  obtain
t  II #K 3(0) « = * f | |  II S x -  (X)
X€H
X# 1
Denote by H the set of all x  €  Jf having order » , thus x  €  H if and only if x  does not belong 
to any proper subgroup of H. Observe that all x  €  H have the same conductor. Splitting up 
the product
n %= n *x ■ n
X€M x € E  Xm  
X * 1 X ^l
we see that
«n n sx. w
X€H
since otherwise I  would divide # K 3 (o^) for some proper subfield E  of P, contrary to the 
assumption. Now we claim
II SX =  N S ^  (9)
X€H
for any fixed €  H, where N  denotes the norm of K  := Q(fo) over Q. To see this, fix G H  
and consider the map
»/:<? =  Gal(Jf/<Q) — ► H
<T$
where is the character defined by := a(yp (t)), t  €  Gal(F/<$). It is clear that ij is
well defined and that the order of 0 $  is again n. for all a £  G. rj is also injective: If arf> = r^ > 
for a, t  €  Gf then a  (g)) =  r (</)) for a generator g of the cyclic group Gal(F/<Q). Since 
the order of ^  is n, j>(g) is a primitive tv-th root of unity, hence a(x) =  r(x) for all x £ K ,  i.e.
10
a  =  t. Since # H  =  <f>(n) — #G , r) is even bijective. Therefore
fxn S)t= n e x(t)*(t-/x)
X€H x € H 4=1
fx= n e  <’{'!>(?))*(*-fx)
<r&3t= 1
&= n *(£ (^f)<u~/x))
o€G 4=1= n »
<y€G
and (9) follows. Hence, by (8), £ j| NS% for any fixed x  €  H. Now lets $> be a prime divisor of £ 
in Q(fo). Then p \ S% for some x G H i  since otherwise §t> >f in contradiction to p  |£  and 
£ |N  Sjf. Hence N  p  |N  S%. Since N  p  =  i f ,  where /  is the inertial degree of £ over K  =  Q(fo), 
we arrive at /  =  1. By assumption, £ is unramified in K ,  hence £ is totally decomposed in K. 
Consequently 1 = 1  mod n. □
Rem arks, (i) In the case m =  p, a prime number, condition (i) can be weakened to (£, n) =  1: 
If (£,p) ^  1, i.e. £ =  p, the conclusion £ =  1 mod n. of the theorem holds trivially. We do not 
know if the condition (£,m) =  1 is actually necessary if m is not prime.
(ii) None of the other conditions imposed on £ can be omitted: For (£, n) ^  1, i.e. £ | n, 
see the next section. For £  ^| #££3 (0), observe the divisor 7^ of #K j(o), F  =  As for
condition (iii) of Theorem 2.2, we give the counterexample p =  31, n  =  15,1  = 7.
§2.8. Small divisors of th e  o rder o f J?3 (o)
Condition (i) of Theorem 2.2 implies that £ is “large”, at least £ >  tu So the natural 
question arises how the “small” divisors of #££3 (0) might look like. A result into this direction 
can be obtained if we narrow our attention to subfields F  of Q(fp)"^ := Q(?p +  fy-*), p being
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an odd prime number. As before, let [F ; Q] =  n, dp  the discriminant of F, H  its character 
group, and let o be the ring of integers in F . Then F  is a cyclic extension of every character 
in H  has conductor p, hence dp  =s pnr~ .^ With (4) and (6) we obtain
6 P—1
i n e  xmt(t-p), (io)
” P) X&H <=1 
X* 1
where S :=  1 if n  =  (p - 1)/2 and 0 otherwise. Let S% =  £  x(t) t  (t — p).
T heorem  2.8. Let F  be a subfield of Q(fp)"^", p prime, and let o be its ring of integers.
(i) If q >  5 is a prime number dividing [F : Q], then q divides # 1^ ( 0).
(ii) If 3^ divides p — 1 and 3 divides [F : IQ], then 3 divides # 1^ 2 (0).
Proof. By (2) and (10) we have
p- 1
fll#*3(o) <{=► q\ II £  x(*)<(*-p)= n  V  (11)
X<EH t= l  X€H
X# 1  X^X
Hence it is enough to show the claim for the subfield F  of <Q(fp)“^  with [F : Q] =  q. Observe 
that q divides p — 1. Since the order of H  Is q, S% €  Z[fg] for all x € H .  Furthermore observe 
that
p—1 p—1 p—1
E«(t-i) = E t3- E *
t = l  t= l  f= l
P(P ~  X)(2p — 1) p ( p - l )
6 2 ’
hence q | ]C jL. * <(t — 1) if q > 5 and 3 1 £  P j  t(f — 1) if 3^ | p — 1. Now consider congruences 
in Z[fy]. Fix x  €  H » X ¥* X- With p =  kq + 1  for some k  £  IN we obtain
X(t)*(t -  p) =  X(<)t ( t - l ) - x ( t ) i k q ,
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hence
p -1  p -1
% = S  x(<)< (< -  P) = S  x(«)t(t -1 )
t= l  <=1
P-1 P-1
s E x ( « ) t ( t - l ) - E « ( i - l )
t= l  <=1
p -1
=  £  (x(t) - 1) t ( t  -  1) (mod g). 
t - 1
Now jg — 1 1 x(*) — 1, l < t < p  — 1, and fg — 1 1 g, hence jg — 1 1 S% for all x  €  H. Therefore
(iq - I)9 11 II X^-
X €»
X ^l
Since (fy — 1)9—1 =  (g) as ideals and since f] xEH  ®X ^  WB °^*a*n
X ^ l
P-1
9 1 n  E x ( t ) t ( t - p ) ,
X € H  t = l
X ^l
and we are done by (11). □
§2.4. Irregular primes and Kg(o)
Let E  := Q(fp), F  :=  flj(fp)"^, and o, o*^  their rings of integers. Let Cl, Cl '^ be their 
class groups, respectively, and denote by h and their class numbers, i.e. h — flCl, and 
h~  ^=  #C1“I\ Furthermore, let h~  :=  hjK^~, the relative class number.
Definition 2.4. A prime number p is irregular if p divides h, the class number of Q({p)-
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The first five irregular primes are 37, 59, 67,101,103. It is a famous theorem of Kummer 
that p is irregular if and only if p divides the numerator of at least one of the Bernoulli numbers 
JBj, S j , . . .  »Bp_3 j see [32). Another noteworthy property of irregular primes is
Theorem  2.4. (Kummer) p \ h  <$=> p \h ~ .
Vandiver conjectured that p never divides There is an interesting analogue in terms 
of K-groups, but with a different outcome. The following result has been proved independently 
by S. Ghaladus [7] and P. Keune [20].
Theorem  2.5. p is irregular p j #Ka(o).
Keune observed that Theorem 2.5 holds even if we replace o by o"K He used a p-rank 
formula that is analogous to the formula (5) for the 2-rank of K«g(o). We choose a different 
approach and use a special case of a  result of K. Brown ([5], Cot. to Prop. 8).
Theorem  2.6. Let p be an odd prime. Then the power of p dividing the denominator of 
f p(—1) *s the same as the power of p dividing the denominator of h ~ f  p.
Corollary 2.7. p is irregular 4=4* p |
Proof. In view of (2) we have p j #K 2(0"^) if and only if p | t02(F )fp (- l) . Here 102(F) =  24p, 
see (4). We may assume p >  5. By Theorem 2.6,
PI #Ka(o) «£=$► p 124h-  «*=*• p is irregular.
□
Let us summarize these few observations in a sequence of equivalences.
p is irregular p | h 
4=4 p\K~
D ■ 34=4 p | B^-, some 1 < » < ——  
*=> Pl #Kj (o)
<=> P l # K 3 (o+ ).
C hap ter 8
The 2-part o f JCgC0) and the B irch-lkte conjecture
§8.1. Prerequisites for the proofs
The main result of this chapter is the proof of the Birch-Ictte conjecture for two families
of totally real abelian number fields, namely for and for where p is a  prime
3 *
number satisfying certain conditions. The proofs are based on the following results.
Theorem 8.1. ([18], Thm. B) Let F  be a totally real subfield of Q(fm)» m  odd. If 
2|F;Q1 ll®J<F)fF ( —1), the following statements are equivalent:
(i) The 2-part of the Birch-lhte conjecture holds.
(ii) The relative class number of F(i) over F  is odd.
(iii) The signatures of a system of fundamental units of F  at the real primes are independent.
In the special case F  =  Q(fpn)"^, P an odd prime, these statements are also equivalent to
(iv) The relative class number h ~  of Q(fpu) over Q(?p»)"^ is odd.
We will use Theorem 3.1 to prove the Birch-l&te conjecture for the totally real subfields 
of €  K. If fn is even, this theorem cannot be applied, and we need to resort to two
lemmas.
Lemma 8.2. (Weak Lemma) Let F  be totally real, B  F(*), and  assume that B  has only 
one dyadic prime and that the class number h  of B  is odd. Then the 2-Sylow-subgroup of 
Kq(c>f) is elementary abelian.
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This is a weak version of [18], Lemma 4. It is well known that in the case E  ~  Q(fo),n. €  B¥, 
h  is odd if and only if h~  is odd (Kummer, see [32], Thm. 10.2). The next lemma is an 
application of the 2-rank formula for JCjCo).
L im m a 8 .8 . Let F  be totally real. If the 3-Sylow-subgroup of F  is elementary abelian and 
—1), then the Birch-Thte conjecture holds for F.
Proof. Recall the 2-rank formula (5), which is valid for any number field. If F  is totally real, 
rl(F ) =  IF : Q], hence rkgtjfgtojp)) > [F : Q]. By Proposition 1.6, 2r^ 2 ^ 2 ( 0F )) divides 
ti^ (F )fp (~ l). Hence, by assumption, rk g (^ (o p ))  < [F : Q], hence ^ ( ^ ( o p ) )  =  : Ql*
Since the 2-Sylow-subgroup of K^ioj?) is elementary abelian,
# ( ^ 2M ) 3 =  2lF:Qj =  ( ^ ( P ) ? F ( - 1))3 •
□
§8.2. T he Birch-Thte conjecture for tw o families of abelian num ber fields
First we show that 2^*^11| ^ ( F j f p O - 1) for the totally real subfields F  of the cyclotomic 
fields G IN. Then we prove condition (iv) of Theorem 3.1 for these fields.
Theorem  8.4. If F  =  Q(f > 1, then 2 ^ ^  || ti^(F )f|p (-l).3 ""
Proof. Thking into consideration that the characters of F  are even, (6) yields
ix z l
2 . 3& -i 2
I W2(F)fjp.(-l)| =  — ------  I I  £  X(f) t  (< -  fx)y




where dp  is some power of 3 and |H | =  [F : Q] =  3 . So it is enough to show that every
•fo” 1
2
S * =  E  x ( * ) i ( * - / X) . x € H - {  1>,
t= l
is divisible by 2 but not by 2^. Since the fields <Q(c fc), fc >  1, form a tower of fields of 
relative degrees 3 we can use induction on k. The induction starts for k  =  1, 2 (see Thble 2). 
The characters x  that do not belong to any proper subfield of F  are exactly the ones having
L
conductor =  3 and order [ F : Q] in H. Since the S% for these x  are conjugate in Q(?„fc_i)» 
it is sufficient to show 2 1| S% for one x  that generates H.
For any prune power ffc,p ?£ 2, a generator $  for the character group of can be
obtained as follows: Let g be a primitive root mod j/ 5 and consider
^ : G a i ( o j ( y ) / ^  —+ ( m / f i m f  — c
a m 1—>Qm  mod — ► m  m o d ^ f/5) ' (12)
Here <Tm is the automorphism of Q(f^fe) that sends =  e2irs/j^
to . Call the map in 
the middle yp again. yp* will be a generator for the character group of Q(?pfc)"K
Let x  $ 2 and pick g =  2. Then $(2m mod 3^) =  m mod 2 • 3&”  * and
X(2m mod 3&) =  to (mod 3&-1), 0 <  m  <  3fc_1 -  1. (13)
Since x  is even, (13) defines x  completely. Now we show for this x  that 2 1| here
sL = i
2
% = E  x W Q - ^ e ^ k - i ) -
t= i
As written down, the sum S% has exactly 3^“ * nonzero terms since x(t) — 0 if and only if *
k —2
is divsible by 3. Let f :=  S^k—1" Gh008e the basis l ,f ,£ 2, for <Q(?^—l)  an<^
apply the relations
f* +  f*+3fc“ 2 +  f*+2-3fc-2  =  o, 0 <  t <  3fc“ 2 - 1  (14)
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A ofc” 2 oA“ l  1
in order to make the coefficients of , . . . ,  in S% vanish. Since 3 is a primitive
root of 3^-1 , 2 is inert in Q(f3fc_i)« Hence it is sufficient to show that after this procedure
there is at least one coefficient congruent to 2 modulo 4. Consider the partial sum of Sg
«fc—2 « *fc—2 J s —2
al  +®2 ? +® 3f ' =  (®l ~ ®3) +  (®2 - ®3)f >
where a(> =s 4^  (4^—3*) for some 4^ , t =  1,2,3. The are even, and it is enough to show that any
3 fc_l
two of them are incongruent mod 4. In view of (13) we have to find ti»t2>*3> 1 ^  S  2 > 
such that
x (< i)= o
X(t3) = 3fc" 2 |  mod 3fc_1,
i.e. such that
X(<3) = 2 - 3 fc~ 3
mod 3}
Obviously 4j =  1. Since 2 is a primitive root mod 3^~* and 3*, 2® =  —1 mod 3*—*, but
fc*“ 3
2® 5^—1 mod 3^, hence
either a) 2® = 3 ^  * — 1 |  ,
k - t  * ,  m o d s  - (1S)b) 2® =  2 • 3fc 1 - 1  '
Pirst we discuss case a), i.e. 4g =  3^“ * — 1. If k  is even, then 3^ =  1(4) and 3^” * =  3(4), 
hence a  j  =  1 — 3^ =  0(4) and 03 =  (S*- * — 1)(3*~^ — 1 — 3^) =  2(4). If k  is odd, then
3^ =  3(4) and 3^“ * =  1(4), hence =  2(4) and 03 =  0(4). Pch- case b) observe that
fc“ 3 ■
23'® s  (2 ■ 3& -1  -  I )3 =  1 -  3&_1 mod 3fc. Since x ( l -  3fc_1) =  x(3 -  1). H; follows
that 43 =  3^ —1 -  1. Now do the same proof as in case a) to show that a j ,a 3 are incogruent
mod 4. □
or
Our next theorem provides the second step for the proof of the Birch-’Kite conjecture for
the totally real subfields of Q(c ^). Moreover, it is of independent interest and is an analogue3
to a classical result of Weber ([14], [33]) on the class numbers of the fields <Q(^).
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Theorem  8.5. The relative class numbers h~  =  h /K ^  of the cyclotomic fields Q ( ^ )  are odd.
Proof. Recall that for any cyclotomic field E  =  Q(?m)
h~(E) = Q w  n  (16)
xodd
see [32], Thm. 4.17. Here Q  =  1 if m  is a prime power, 2 otherwise, and w is the number of 
roots of unity in E, hence in our case w =  2 • 3fc. For every x & h  &i fX =  ^  X(*) *» »<>
1 f x
fc” (Q(?3f c ) ) =2 . 3 fc n  £  X«)t.
X odd *  t~ l
Hence it is enough to  show that the f x B ^  are exactly divisible by 2—with one exception. 
Proceed by induction on k. The exception is easy to spot: It is the quadratic character xq =  ( 
belonging to Q(fe), and S l,Xo =  S ® = i(s )  * =  " I-  Now consider the characters of E  that 
do not belong to any proper subfield. These are exactly the generators of the character group
of E. For these characters x> the B j ^  are conjugate in  i) .  So it is enough to show the
claim for one particular generator x- Let x = i>> the character defined in (12), i.e.
X(2m mod 3&) =  m (mod 2 ■ 3fc_1).
2-3fc_2- lWe want to show that B j^ , rewritten in the basis 1 , ■  ■ • ’fgfcLx » !^as ftt  *ea®t one 
coefficient congruent to 2 mod 4. We proceed in the spirit of the proof of Theorem 3.4. To 
obtain a unique basis representation of B ^  in <Q(f^_j), first use the relations
=  * ft i <C a*""1
2-3*“ A 2-3
then the equations
et ___ <.»•+« o C * r ”  - 1
W - i ~  W - i  • -  -  ’
J .  . 2(i-Hfc- 3) . 2(i+2-3fe- 2) < i <  M
W - l + W - 1 2-3^—1 - ’ - S
In order to produce the desired coefficient congruent to 2 mod 4, consider the above relation
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for i = 0. So we need to find with
X(<i) = 0 
X(tg )S  2 3 fc“ 3 
X(t3) s 4 . 3 fc- 2
=  1 -j.
|  mod 2 • 3 -^1,
. 3 ^ “ '1-4-*
and in view of the first relation f* ^k—1 = ~^g gfc—1 ’ ®1>S2’®3 with
m odS.S* - 1
x(»3)
ES 3 + 2 ■ 3 |
= 3&_i + 4 ■ 3fc“ 3 '
=  3fe" 3
Since x  is odd, we have t,* =  3^ — , j =  1,2,3, and the coefficients a,- in the partial sum
a «fc“ 2 j
“1 + “2 W = - l +<‘3 t3 .3 * - l
of ^  are a^ - =  t- — ®t- =  3^ — 2®^ , i =  1,2,3. Now discuss the cases a) and b) given by (16).
L, i  l
In case a) we have 8$ == 3 — 1, and since 2° s  —1 mod 3 , we obfcain
33fc-1+2.3fc“ 3 s  _ ( 33fc_2p
=  - (3 &_1 - 1)2 
=  2 .3 H  -  1 (mod 3fc),
l.e. ®g =  2 • 3*~* — l .  If fc is even, then og =  3^ — 2(2 • 3*“ * — 1) =  3(4) and a$ — 
3^ — 2(3^“  ^— 1) =  1(4), hence og — a j =  2(4). If k  is odd, then og =  1(4) and ag =  3(4), 
hence again ag — a$ =  2(4). In case b) eg =  2 • 3^—1 — 1, hence ®g =  3^” * — 1, and we can 
proceed as in case a), just interchanging ag and 0.3 . □
Now we can can put things together and apply Theorem 3.1 with m =  3 . We obtain the 
first main result of this chapter.
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Theorem 8.6. The Birch-T&te conjecture holds for the fields fc €  IN. □
As a corollary we can note that the fields admit systems of fundamental units
having independent signatures at the real places. This again is analogous to Weber’s result on 
the cyclotomic fields
The next family of number fields for which we want to verify the Birch-l^te conjecture is 
closely related to the fields of Theorem 1.7, case 4). Since our proof relies on this result, we 
state it again for easier reference.
Theorem 8.7. Let p and g =  be odd primes and assume that 2 is a primitive root 
mod q. Then the 2-primary part of the Birch-Ihte conjecture holds for the field Q(?p)"K
The proof makes use of Theorem 3.1. We want to extend this result to the fields 
where p is a prime number as above. As it turns out, we need to impose one more condition 
on p, namely that p be congruent to 3 mod 8. As a preparation for the proof, we state two 
lemmas.
Lem m a 8 .8 . Let x  be a character with conductor =  4m, m  odd.
(1) If x  Is odd, then x(<) =  x(2»w- <)» 1 < t  <  m.
(ii) If x  >s even, then x(<) =  — x (2 w i-1), 1 <  t  < to.
(iii) In either case, x(t) =  —x(2m -f t), 1 <  t  < 2m.
Proof. (1) x  =  Xm- X4 > where Xm is an even character with conductor m and X4 is the (odd) 
nontrivial character mod 4, i.e. X4W  =  L X4W  =  ~1- Observe that x(t) =  0 for even t. If 
t =  1(4) then so is 2m —i, and x(t) =  Xm(0 =  Xm(2m — t) =  x(2m — f). If t =  3(4), then so 
is 2 m -t ,  and x(t) =  ~Xm(<) =  ~Xm(2m - 1) =  x(2m  -  t).
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(50 X =  Xm • X4> where x m  is an odd character with conductor m. If t  = 1(4), then 
X(*) =  Xm(<) =  -X m (2 m -i) =  ~ x (2 m -t) . If t  =  3(4), then x(<) =  ~XmW =  X m (2m -i) =  
-X (2 m -f) .
(iii) follows from (i), (ii), since
We will apply this lemma in order to prove the following result on generalized Bernoulli 
numbers.
Lemma. 8.9. Let x  be a character of conductor 4m, m  odd.
if X is even 
if x  is odd.
□
m -1
(i) If x  is odd, then B1>x =  -  £  x(<) •
m -1
(ii) If x  is even, then = 2  £  x(*) (m — f ) .
todd
Proof, (i) Recall that B £  x(f) f for any character x  /  1- Hence, in our case,
4m
AmBl  x  = Y  X(*)*
f= l
2 m 2m
=  £  X(<)< +  H  x (2 m + f)(2 m + f) 
t= l  t= l
2m 2m
=  £ x ( t ) t  -  Y  X (t)(2m +t)
t= l  f= l
2m




-2 B l j f  as 12  X(t) +  12  X (2 m -t)
t e l  t e l
m
=  2 £ x ( * ) -tel
Now observe that x(t) =  0 if f is even or if t  =  m . The claim follows.
(11) For any even character x  #  1, B |}X =  ^  E ^ x M * 2* hence in this case,
4m
4mB3>x  =  Z  X(*)*3 
t e l
2m 2m
= 1 2  X(*)t2 +  L  X (2 m + t)(2 m + t)3tel tel
2m
=  £  X(t)(*2 “ (2 m + t)3 ) tel
2m




“  b 2,x =  £  X(*) ("*+«) +  5Z X(2m- 1) (3m - 1) 
t e l  t e l
m
=  - 2 ^  x ( t ) ( m - t ) ,  
tel
and (ii) follows.
Now we proceed in a similar fashion as we did with the fields Q(?3fc)> i.e. we mil deal 
with £pi(—1) and relative class numbers again. Lemma 3.9 will provide us with the necessary 
summation techniques.
Theorem  8.10. Let p be a prime number congruent to 3 modulo 8 such that q =  is a 
prime number having 2 as a primitive root. Let F  =  Q(?4p)"^. Then 2 ^ ^  || uij(F)fpt(—1).
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Proof. Recall that f jp (-l)  =  L (-l,x )»  where H  is the character group of F . Further­
more, L(—l ,x )  =  ~~2&2,x ' Observe that u*g(F) =  24p and Bg^ =  Bg =  Hence
|^ ( F ) f F ( - l ) | = 2p II g®2,x ‘
x£H
X / l
Since # H  =  [F : Q], it is enough to show that 22 || B gx  for ail x  €  H, x  #  1- F  has exactly 2 
nontrivial subfields, namely Q(v^p) =  Q(v^p) and 4J(jp)^". Let x € H .  We have 3 cases.
(1) x  ^ the quadratic character belonging to Q(v^>). i t  has been shown in [17], Thm. 5, that 
B3o ( =4(8).
(2) x  >8 a character of Q(fp)"K This case has been handled in the proof of Theorem 3.7, see
[18). Again, Bg>x =  4(8).
(3) x  does not belong to any proper subfield of F , i.p. x  & an even character with conductor 
f-% =  4p. It remains to be proved that 22 || -02 ,x  *or these x*
Applying Lemma 3.9 we obtain
p—1
b 2,x = 2 £  x (< ) (p - t)e Q (? g) .
t= i  
t  odd
Let ^X ”  2 B20C- Since 2 is inert in <Q(fy)> it is enough to show that S^, in unique basis 
representation, has at least one coefixient congruent to 2 mod 4. Since x  =  Xp * X4> where xp 
is a generator of the character group of <tj(fp), it is clear that the x(<)» 1 <  t  <  p, t  odd, are 
different powers of fq =  e2^ /? ,  with minus signs attached to those x(f) with t =  3(4). Take 
the basis ± fy ,. . .  ,±fg * of Q(fy), where the signs are chosen appropriately. Then
p- 1
S x =  £  x(t)((p-t)±(p-D).
fc=3 
to d d
I.p. the coefftlent of x(3) Is either 2(p -  2) or -2 . Hence 2 1| S^, and consequently 22 1| B2 ^. 
This completes the proof. □
Rem arks, (i) The condition p =  3 mod 8 is actually necessary, as the examples p =  7,23 show. 
Note, though, that we need this condition only for case (1).
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(ii) Under the assumptions of the theorem, the statement p  — 3(8) is equivalent to: 2 is
a primitive root of p . Furthermore it follows that p  =  11(16): If 2 is a primitive root mod p, 
£=1 .
then 2 2 =  —1 =  (■") mod p, by Euler’s criterion, hence p  =  ±3(8). It is impossible that
p =  —3(8) since q =  -2—  is odd. Conversely, if p =  3(8), then ift =  —l(p), again by Euler’s 
criterion. Since q is prime, the order of 2 mod p is p — 1. Since 2 is a  primitive root mod q, 
q =  ±3(8), hence p =  7,11(16). p E  7(16) is excluded since p =5 3(8).
(iii) The conditions on p look so restrictive that there might be some doubt if primes of 
that type actually exist. But they do, and not quite as few as one may think at first sight, see 
Ihble 3. The first five examples are 11, 59,107, 347, 587.
The second part of the proof of the Birch-Ihte conjecture is furnished by a  theorem on 
class numbers.
T heorem  8.11. Let p be a prime number with q = prime and assume that 2 is a 
primitive root mod q. Let B  =  Q(£|p). Then the relative class number h~(B)  is odd.
Proof. The relative class number formula (16) gives us
h ~ ( B ) =  i p  n  “ Blot-
X odd
The odd characters of B  belong to either Q(»), Q(?p), or to no proper imaginary subfield of B. 
Bbr x  — X4  we have ^  =  4 t= lx W  — “ 2 • ^  P1-00* °f Theorem 3.7 it has been
shown that
k~(Q(?p)) = 2p II ~2Sl,x
X odd
fx=p
is odd. Putting things together it remains to prove that
« • * - « < * »  ^  2 1>x
f X=*P
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is odd. It is enough to  show that 2 1| ^  for those x- By Lemma 3.9,
p- 1
,x  =  -  E  x(*) €<*(*).
<=1 
t  odd
Since x  =  X4 'Xp> where xp is a generator of the character group of Q(fp)"^", the x(t)> 1 <  f <  p, 
t  odd, are a set of q =  different powers of Cq =  e3*'*/?, possibly with minus signs attached. 
Now proceed as in the the proof of Theorem 3.10 to produce a coefitient of equal to 2 
or —2 . □
As in the case of the fields we can now combine these results in the proof of the
second major theorem of this chapter.
Theorem  3.12. The Birch-Thte conjecture holds for the fields 4Q(?4p)^’» where p is a prime 
number congruent to 3 modulo 8 such that q = is a prime haring 2 as a  primitive root.
Proof. First we apply Lemma 3.2. Observe that E  := F(s) =  Q(fyp) =  Q(fp)(»)- By Theorem 
3.11, the relative class number hT  of E  is odd, hence h — h(E) is odd. By the remark following 
Theorem 3.10, 2 is a primitive root mod p, hence 2 is inert in <Q(?p). Since Q(t) has only one 
dyadic prime, the same is true for B  — <Q(fp)(i). Lemma 3.2 tells us that the 2-Sylow-subgroup 
of K^Ojf) *8 elementary abelian . By Theorem 3.10, 2l^?:<^ I || t«2(P )jp (—1). With Lemma 3.3 
the Birch-Ih&e conjecture follows. □
In order to confirm the Birch-Tate conjecture for several special cases using numerical 
results, we state a variation of Theorem 3.12. The proof is nearly identical.
T heorem  8.1S. Let B  = where k  >  2, p an odd prime, and 1 >  1. Let F = HT .^
Assume that 2 is a primitive root mod odd, and that jl-P’iQ] || ut2 (F)fp{—l). Then
the Birch-Thte conjecture holds for F . □
R em ark. This theorem settles the Birch-T^te conjecture for the fields F = m  =  20,
24, 36, 40, 44, 48, 52, 72, 76, 80, 88, 96, 100. For a table of class numbers see [32]. Together 
with results of [18], [22], the Birch-T^te conjecture follows for all F  = m  <  100,
having the property that || ^ ( F j f jp f - l ) .  In the next chapter we show that the 2-part
of the Birch-l^te conjecture actually holds for all totally real number fields with this property.
C hap ter 4
The 3-part o f the Birch-Tbte conjecture for not necessarily abelian fields
§4.1. The proof
So far we have dealt exclusively with abelian number fields. Recent work on this subject
enables us to combine results of [5] and [8] in order to prove the 2-part of the Birch-Thte
conjecture for all totally real—not necessarily abelian—number fields having the property that 
is the exact 2-power dividing 1) or the order of K ^ o p ), respectively. Before
we start we give a list of notations which is derived from these two papers. In case of ambiguity 
the notation of [8] was preferred.
For an arbitrary number field F  let us denote by
op  the ring of integers of F , 
r j(P ) the number of real places of P ,
^ (P )  the number of pairs of conjugate complex places of P ,
53(F) the number of dyadic places of P,
S  =  S(F)  the set of infinite and dyadic places of P,
C®(F) the 5-ideal class group of P,
h®(p) the 5-class number of P , i.e. the order of C ^(F),
U =  Up  the group of S-units of F.
For P  totally real, E  =  F ( \ / - l ) ,  we fix the following notation.
C3 the Galois group of E  over P,
d j, <£3 , d j  the number of dyadic primes of F  that ramify, are inert, split in P /P , respectively,
m  the number of real places of P  that ramify in P /P ,
i  the number of places of P  outside 5  that ramify in P /P ,
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2® the order of the cokemel of the norm map N  : —* Up,
2^ the order of the kernel of the map g : C ^(F ) —*• C^(JE),
2° the 2-parfc of h3 (F),
Tp the index of (Up)* in Up,
hg  the order of the kernel of the norm map N  : C S (B) —► C ^ F ) ,
w the number of roots of unity in E,
"0  2-
We proceed by proving the main result of this dissertation. It confirms the 2-primary 
part of the Birch-Thte conjecture for all totally real number fields with the property that 
3ri (F) II «*(F)rp ( - i )  or that 2rl (F ) || # K 2 (o). In fact, these two conditions are equivalent. 
We point out once more that the following theorem holds even in the non-abelian case.
M&in Theorem  4.1. For any totally real number field F,
2rl ( F ) || # K 2 (oF ) if and only if 2rl ( F ) || w3 (F)fir ( - l ) .
Before we give the proof, we state the key results that we need from [5] and [8].
Proposition 4.2. ([5], Prop. 9)
(i) If some prime of F  lying over 2 splits In E  = F(y/—I), then is 2-integral.
h~
(ii) Suppose no prime of F  lying over 2 splits in E  and let q =  1 ‘ ^ ien 9 *8 311 integer
( p  c ( - l )  .  <j(—1)
and the 2-fractional part of is the same as that of ■gjj, in other words, — —
is 2-integral and is congruent to q modulo the highest power of 2 dividing tu .^
Proposition 4.8. ([8], Thm. 4.1, Cor. 4.6) Let F  be an arbitrary number field. The following 
conditions are equivalent.
(i) F  admits an extension E /F  with #fC3 (°igj) odd,
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(ii) 9 2 (F) =  1, h (F) is odd, and F  contains S-units with independent signs,
(iii) #K 2(°F (yJZi) 58 odd>
(iv) rk2 (jC2 (oj?)) =  ^ (F )  and the 2-Sylow-subgroup of K 2(op) is elementary abelian ,
(?) #  2-Sylow K 2(op ) =  2*“! ^ ) .
We will also make repeated use of lu te’s 2-rank formula (5). Now we are ready to gi?e the 
proof of our Main Theorem.
P ro o f of Theorem4.1. “=*►” Assume 2fl ^  ||# K 2 (° f) ' Let E  =  F (v^-l). The 2-rank 
formula for F  yields g2(F) =  1 and h?(F)  odd. By Proposition 4.3 (iii) we have # K 2(°b ) odd> 
hence, using the 2-rank formula for JB, £^g(E) =  1, and h (E) is odd. We conclude that also hs  
Is odd. Next we compute the constants a, c, and e. Since the group H®(C2, U ^) =  U p/N(U g)
is an elementary abelian 2-group, a =  rk2 (H®(C2 ,?/Jj)). Now consider the exact sequence
^ ( ^ ( ^ ( E ) )  — + H °(c2 tu S )  - ^ R ( E / F ) - ^ H 1( c 2iCS (E)),
see [8], Prop. 2.1 and the remark after the proof of Prop. 2.2. Since hS (E) is odd, i is 
an isomorphism. By [8], Prop. 2.2, rk2 ( i^ F /F ))  =  m + t  + •+ <% — 1. In our setting,
m  as r^(F), t  =  0, d>i -f <£3 =  1, hence a = tTx2 {r (E/F)) =  rj(P ). Since hP(F) is odd,
Q Q A
c =  0. e is the 2-rank of U p/(U p) , which is given by Dirichlet’s S-unit theorem, namely 
e =  ri(JP) +  r2 (F )+ g 2 (F) — r j(F ) + 1  since F  is totally real and we have already seen that 
g2 (F) =  1. Since g2 (F) =  g2 (E) =  1, 2 does not split In E /F  and we can apply Proposition
...  . . . . . .  hx  . . .  ^ o f p . s ^ 1) .4.2 (11). We find that q =  — g a -—  -  h$  is odd, hence ■— g jg z g -  =  ^ ( y j - a "  18
2-integral and congruent to 1 modulo 2.
Recall the definition of u*j(F), i.p. the definition of the exponents n^(F):
rti(F) =  max{» > 0 : Q(?^n.)+  C F>; 
hence, in view of E  =  F ( \ / - l ) ,
"2(F) =  max{n > 0: Q(f3n-) C S}.
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Therefore («Jj(F ) )3 -  2 (» )a =  4(tn>)3. Furthermore, f jr^ s(-l) -  f j r ( - l )  II ( l  -  Wp),
*>|2
where the product is taken over the dyadic primes of F , and N p  =  #(ojp/p), hence fjp g  (—1) =  
fjp(—1) • ( l  — 2^), where /  is the inertial degree of the only dyadic prime of F . So we obtain 
that 18 3-integral and congruent to 1 modulo 2, Le. 2r l ^  || u£(F)$pi(—l).
“■4=? Assume 2rl ^  j|u^(F)fjP(—1). Using Proposition 4.3 we have to show that K ^ojg) 
has odd order. In view of the 2-rank formula for E  this is equivalent to showing that
a) ^ ( E )  =  1,
b) hs (B) is odd.
Fbr a) use Serre’s result
3rk3 K2(oF ) | u|2(p)tF(_ 1)
and the 2-rank formula for F  to obtain ^ (jC ^O jp )) =  rj(F ), Le. 02(F) =  1 and hS (F) is
odd. Now we assume that the dyadic prime of F  splits in E  and obtain a contradiction using
Proposition 4.2. As in the first part of the proof we have c =  0, e =  rj(F )-f-l, and we conclude
that is 2-integral. Since 8 divides w%(F) it follows that is
2 H - c - 3  2 r l (  )  2 f l ( F ) + 1
2-integral, contrary to  the assumption. Hence 0g(S) =  03 (F) — For b) observe that h (E)
is odd if and only if h~  is odd, since h^(E)  =  h?(F)  • This can be obtained as follows.
By definition, hg  =  # k er N ,  where N  is the norm map from C^(JE) to C ^(F ).  Since h®(F) 
is odd, it follows that the map 9 : C S (F) — induced by inclusion, is injective, see [8], 
proof of Prop. 2.2 b). Now N o g  sends every I  6  C S (F) to I 2; since hs (F) Is odd, N o g  Is 
surjective, hence so is N.  Thus h?(E)  =  h^(F)  • hg.
Now apply Proposition 4.2 (ii). By considerations that we have made in the frs t part of
the proof we obtain that a = -------7— 7 =  r r r—  andy  * 3e - a + c - l  2rl ( ^ ) “ a
»D f f i s t - 1) _  u»j(F)fF ( - l )  _  hs  .
j<H-c-3 “  , r , ( F )  " 3r i ( F ) - a  1
By assumption,   is 2-integral and congruent to 1 modulo 2, hence r j(F )  >  a.
By [5], remark after Prop. 9, we have the inequality e — a +  6 <  dg-J-l; here 6 =  0 since 
hS (F) is odd, and =  0 since 03 (F) =  02(F), hence e — 1 =  ^ ( F )  <  a. Altogether we
obtain that a =  rj(F ), hence hg  is odd, and this implies that h?(E)  is odd. Having shown a) 
and b) we conclude that # ^ 2 (0^ ^ - ] ^ )  *s 0<*d, and Proposition 4.3 yields the desired result 
2rl ( P ) | |# K 2(op ). □
We state the obvious
M ain Corollary 4.4. The 3-part of the Birch-Tate conjecture holds for every totally real—not 
necessarily abelian—number field F  satisfying 3rl ^  || ^ ( F j f ^ f - l ) .  □
For the special case of abelian fields, this result has recently been obtained by G. Gras
[13]. Since the odd part of the Birch-Tate conjecture has been proved for abelian fields, we 
immediately obtain
Corollary 4.6. The Birdi-lhte conjecture holds for every totally real abelian number field F  
with 2rl (F ) || W2 (F)fF ( - l ) .  □
We close with a few comments on our computational work.
§4.2. N um erical results
Theorem 4.1 enables us to confirm the 2-primary part of the Birch-Ihte conjecture for a 
totally real number field whenever we can show that 2 ^ 1  II -1 ). This criterion is
accessible to treatment with a computer, as it was done for subfields of cyclotomic fields Q(fm)> 
m  <  100, see tables 1 and 2. A program for the computation of values of the zeta functions 
using formula (6) is presented in the appendix. Our tables confirm the Birch-Tite conjecture
for all—not only the maximal—totally real subfields of Q(fm)» m  = 2 , 3, 5, 7, 8, 9,11,12,13, 
16,19, 20, 23, 24, 25, 27, 32, 36, 37, 40, 44, 47, 48, 49, 52, 53, 59, 61, 64, 67, 71, 72, 76, 79, 80, 
81, 83, 88, 96, 100.
All these values are of the form m =  2* • j / ,  k,l >  0, p a prime incongruent to 1 mod 8, 
which is not surprising since in all the other cases the condition 2 ^ :(^ 1 || iu^(F)fj?( - l )  cannot 
hold for F  =  This follows from (6), the 2-rank formula (5), and the fact that F
contains more than one dyadic prime if m  is not of the above form, see [18].
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Ikb le  1
We give the values of | tU2 (F )fp (—1)| for the subfields of Q(fp)^, p <  100, having degree n  
over <Q. The computations have been handled by &n IBM 3081 and a VAX 11/750 using 
MACSYMA on top of EUNICE. Most of the large number decompositions are due to ‘Buell’s 
Factoring Express’. An entry followed by “PRP” Is a probable prime base 2, 3, 5.





11 5 25 -5
13 2 23
3 23
6 26 • 19
17 2 23
4 26
8 211 • 73
19 3 23 • 3
9 2® • 32 • 487
23 11 211- 11-37181
29 2 23 • 3
7 210 -7-43
14 220 ■ 3 • 7 • 43 • 17837
31 3 25 -7
5 25 • 53 • 11
15 217-52 -7-ll-2302381
37 2 23 • 5
3 23 -3• 7
6 26 . 3 -5 -7 -3 7
9 29 ■ 33 • 7 -19 - 577




4 2® • 13
5 2® • 5 • 431
10 213 • 5 ■ 312 ■ 431
20 224-5-13-312 -431 • 250183721
43 3 2® ■ 19
7 27 • 7 • 29 • 463
21 223 • 7 • 19 • 29 • 463 • 1051 • 4165 32733
47 23 223 • 23 ■ 139 • 823 97087 • 12451196833
53 2 22 *7
13 213- 13 - 96331-3 79549
26 226 • 7 ■ 13 • 85411 ■ 96331 • 3 79549 - 6419 49283
59 29 229 - 29-5S-998 85536136913938123587 94271 PEP
61 2 22 • 11
3 23 ■ 7 • 19
5 2®-5-2801
6 26 • 72 • 11 • 19 • 31
10 210 • 5 • l l 2 • 2081 • 2801
15 21® .5-7-19-2801 • 514216621
30 230 • 5 • 72 • l l 2 • 19 • 31 • 2081 ■ 2801 • 40231 ■ 411241 • 514216621
67 3 23 • 193
11 211- 11-661-2861-8009
33 233 • 11 -52 • 193 ■ 6612 - 2861 • 8009 • 11287 • 9 38320 0455691459 PRP
71 5 2® -5-31-211
7 27 • 7 • 113 ■ 12713
35 2®5 • 5 • 7 • 31 • 113 • 211 • 281 - 7012 • 12713 
-130 70849 91922 56557 29061 PRP
73 2 23 ■ 11
3 23 • 3 ■ 79
4 27 • 11 • 89
6 27 -3-11-79-241
9 29 - 32 - 79-33 41773
12 215 - 3-11-79 - 89 - 241-23917
18 219 • 33 ■ 11 • 79 ■ 241 • 33 41773 ■ 115 96933
36 239 • 32 • 11 • 79 • 89 • 241 • 23917 • 33 41773 • 115 96933 
• 3196495 9893317833 PRP
39
V n |tt*(F)fF ( - l ) |
79 3 2® • 199
13 21® 13-157-5212 -1130429
39 239 • 13 • 157 • 199 • 5213 • 1249 • 4447 ■ 323623 • 1130429
■68438648614508149381 PRP
83 41 241 • 41 • 17210653 • 1512 51379 ■ 1893 47613 32741 
■ 488 33370 4763313247 49419
89 2 2® • 13
4 27 • 5 • 13 • 37
11 211 - l l - 4027-2625 04573
22 2s® • 11 • 13 • 4027 ■ 2625 04573 • 1535 46997 28897
44 247 ■ 5 ■ 11 ■ 13 ■ 37 ■ 397 ■ 4027 • 2625 04573 ■ 1535 46997 28897 
• 4 91350 60828 9955516703 74357 PRP
97 2 2®-17
3 2® • 367
4 26 - 17-149
6 27 ■ 17 ■ 367 • 421
8 211 ■ 17 • 149 • 147689
12 214 • 17 • 149 • 367 • 421 • 6 51997
16 220 • 17 • 149 • 2753 • 147689 • 212 05889
24 227 ■ 52 • 17 • 149 • 367 ■ 421 • 147689 • 6 51997 ■ 5429704177
48 252 ■ 52 • 72 ■ 17 • 149 ■ 241 ■ 367 • 421 • 2753 ■ 147689 • 6 51997 • 212 05889 
• 414 81169 • 54297 04177 • 275 8053952369
Ikble 2
Here are the values of | u^WSjpC- 1)| for the maximal totally real subfields F  of 
m  <  100, composite, and mod 4. The degree of F  over Q is n  =  ^  and djp
denotes the discriminant of F.
m n djp W2 (F) 1
8 2 2® 24 • 3 23
9 3 34 2® -32 2®
12 2 23 -3 2®-3 23
15 4 3 2 .5 3 2® ■ 3 ■ 5 2®
16 4 211 2®-3 24 • 5
20 4 24 • 5® 2®-3-5 24 • 5
21 6 3® -7® 2® - 3 • 7 27 -7
24 4 2®-32 24 • 3 24 ■ 3
25 10 517 2® • 3 • 53 210 • 71 • 641
27 9 322 2®.3® 29 • 19 • 307
28 6 2® ■ 7® 2®-3-7 2® 13
32 8 2S1 2® .3 2® ■ 32 • 5 ■ 97
33 10 3® • I I9 2® • 3 • 11 211 ■ 3 • 5 • 421
35 12 59 .7 10 2® • 3 • 5 • 7 21® • 132 -37-61
36 6 2® • 39 2®.33 2®-31
39 12 3® • 1311 2® • 3 ■ 13 214 ■ 34 • 133 • 19
40 8 21®.5® 24 ■ 3 • 5 2® • 5 • 7 - 41
44 10 310. n 9 2® • 3 • 11 210-5-7-31-101
45 12 31®.59 2® ■ 33 ■ 5 21® ■ 73 ■ 3637
48 8 224 • 34 2®-3 2® • 3 • 5 ■ 73
49 21 7®® 2® ■ 3 • 73 231 -113 • 2437 • 1940454849859
51 16 3® • 171® 2® - 3 • 17 221- 73 -130 04081
52 12 213 • 1311 2® • 3 • 13 213 • 13 ■ 19 ■ 73 • 769
55 20 51® • I I 1® 2® • 3 • 5 • 11 jj22 . 54 . n 2  . 4 1 . 558i. 16061
41
m n d p W2  (F)
1 ------ 1 ™ —  1 .......  ......
I ^ W ? jp ( “ l ) |
56 12 24 • 3 • 7 215-3 -5 -7 1 1 -1 3 -4 3
57 18 39 • 1917 23 • 3 ■ 19 219 • 32 - 7 ■ 19 ■ 97 ■ 487 • 83701
60 8 28 • 34 • 56 23 • 3 ■ 5 211 • 3 • 5
63 18 32 7 . 715 „ g2 f eg S33 . 52 • 72 • 19 ■ 67 • 193 • 211
64 16 2TO 27 • 3 216 • 32 • 5 • 17 • 97 ■ 93377873
65 24 § 1 8 .1322 23 • 3 ■ 5 ■ 13 241 • 72 ■ 19 - 29 • 372 • 61 • 97 ■ 1072
68 16 23 • 3 -17 22 0 - 17-73-487 41313
69 22 j l l  b 23 • 3 • 23 224 ■ 3 • 11 • 23 • 37181 • 21796416731
72 12 g24 . 3I8 24 -32 212 • 32 • 13 ■ 19 ■ 31 • 79
75 20 310 • 535 o3 4 e2& * w 1 w 22 1 -71-641-57972 59381
76 18 218 • 1917 23 • 3 ’ 19 218 • 33 • 19 • 109 • 229 • 487 -221203
77 30 ^25 b 2® - 3 ■ 7 -11 244 - 32 ■ 5 -11 - 193 - 31 • 139 • 181 • 38 55211 ■ 19916791
80 16 g48. g l2 25 ■ 3 • 5 2*6 • 52 • 7 • 4 i • 269 • 837 • 409
81 27 ^94 2® .§4 2s7  • 19 • 307 - 571010149 • 32598 2579770423
84 12 2^ .  3®. 7^ 23 *3 • 7 215 • 7 • 13 • 397
85 32 § 2 4 .1730 2s • 3 • 5 • 17 245 . 32 • 5 • 17 • 73 -137 ■ 257 • 1201 • 1697 • 3678977 
• 4760689
87 28 §14 .3927 2® ■ 3 • 29 238 ■ 3 • 7 • 13 • 17 • 43 ■ 17837 • 6772667760 95561
88 20 240 • l l 18 24 • 3 • 11 220 - 5 • 7 ■ l l 2 ■ 23 • 31 • 101 • 641 -15641
91 36 730 • 1333 2s • 3 • 7 • 13 247 • 32 • 5 • 7 • 13 • 19 • 37 • 61 • 73 ■ 109 • 139 • 151 
• 241 ■ 673 ■ 5881 • 64153 - 3 04069
92 22 j 22 b 2^21 23 ■ 3 • 23 2M - 5 • 11 • 463 ■ 9857 • 37181 • 7578143
93 30 315. 3j 29 23 ■ 3 • 31 237 • 3® • 52 • 72 ■ 11 • 192 • 31 -274831 -2302381 
-118 22821
95 36 § 2 7 .1934 2® • 3 • 5 • 19 239 . 34 -5 - 133 • 19 • 37• 61 • 421 -487• 7507 • 7741 
-14221-50483076769
96 16 264 • 38 26 -3 216 - 3® • 5 - 73 • 97 • 324889
99 30 g45 b | j 27 2® • 32 • 11 231 ■ 32 ■ 5 ■ 132 • 312 ■ 4212 • 51001 - 510481 • 3646681
100 20 320 . §35 23 • 3 • 52 220 • 52 • 71 • 641 • 34732500521
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Ik b le  8
This table gives all prime numbers p <  10000 such that q =  is prime and 2 is a primitive 

















































A  program for the computation of 1)
We briefly discuss a  program written in Macsyma that was used for the computation of 
table 1. It is straightforward and could easily be optimized. A Pascal-vers ion of the same
program that contained some technical niceties in order to keep the numbers small was used
to handle several smaller values of p and n. The program that produced the entries for fable 2 
Is similar but considerably longer since it is more difficult to generate character groups for 
composite values. Moreover conductors have to be taken care of.
We use formula (10) to compute the values of 1)| for the totally real subfields
of E  =  Q(fp). Since the character group of E  is cyclic, these fields are in one-to-one correspon­
dence to the divisors of . The program requires three input values: A prime number py a 
primitive root to of p, and the field degree deg =  [F : Q],
I. A character Xi having order p - 1  is generated using (12).
n. ®[1] =  Xi'* is a generator for the character group of Q(?p)"^. The other nontrivial even 
characters are x\j] =  2 <  j  <  It is enough to compute their values at a, where a
ranges between 1 and •
E zl
m . s t- =  E x(*) * (* -  p) =  2 £  fcs 1 *(*) * (* “  p)>where X =  *[*]• On!? the sums belonging 
to characters of F  are computed. The S{ are elements of Q(fy)"^, represented as polynomials
f p- 1  •
2
IV. We do arithmetic in Q(?p—£ )'■ Multiplication is polynomial multiplication, where the
2
exponents are reduced modulo
V. Circle chasing is a heuristic procedure that is devised to make the result r more readable by 
(hopefully) producing as many zero entries in the array r as possible. It exploits the various 
relations E f1 =  0, where f runs through different ^ p - t h  roots of unity. Since the result is 
a rational integer, the ideal effect of this procedure would be r[»] =  0, 1 < i <  which is
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unfortunately not always obtained.
VI., VII. The result is known to be highly divisible by 2 and p. These canceling routines save 
some later work in factoring.
Vni. The array r is printed and may have to be simplified somewhat by hand, twexp and prexp 
are the exponents of 2 and p that have been obtained in steps VI and VII.
The final result is to be multiplied by — =  2p^, where <5 =  1 if deg =  and 0 
otherwise. It has to be divided by the discriminant; dp  =  p ^ " " * . Of course, these steps could 
be easily included in the program. CPU-running time averaged between 1 and 2 hours, the 
longest run (p =  83) took 3 hours and 38 minutes.
/* A MACSYMA-program that computes vfrg(F)f£i(—1) f
/* subfields F  of Q(fy), p prime
/*
t* Inputs:
r 1. a prime number p
/* 2 . a primitive root w of p
/* 3. the field degree deg =  [ F : Q]
j* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
mod (a, 6) : = a - - entier(a/fc) * 6;
array (g,P)i /*  powers of u> 7
array (*»',p); /*  generating char, mod p 7
array (r,p); /*  intermediate product 7
array (res,p); /*  auxiliary product 7
array (a,p,p); /*  even characters mod p 7
array (s,p,p); / *  sums Si * /9
rddeg : (p -  l )/(2 * deg)', /* rel. field deg. (Q(?p)"^ : F] 7
q : ( p -  3)/2; / *  upper bound for summation 7
twegp: 0; /*  exponent of 2 7
preasp: 0; / *  exponent of p 7
/*  I. Generate a character mod p having order p — 1 */
I/IOJ: 1; 
g [ l]: tu;
for n : 2 thru p — 2 do 
(v : mod(v * w, p),
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);
for n : 0 thru p — 2 do Xt[g[n]]: n;
f*  II. Generate the even characters mod p */
for a : I thru q + 1  do
(x[l, a ] : mod (2 * Xi[a], p — 1), 
for j  : 2 thru q do
x[j, a ] : mod(®|j — 1, a] +  x[l, a], p — 1)
);
/*  in . Generate the sums Si * /
for j  : 1 thru q do for k : 0 thru q do s[jf, fc]: O, 
for d : 1 thru (p -  l ) /(2  * reldeg) -  1 do 
( t : rddeg * d,
for f : 1 thru g + 1  do
s[»,x[t,t]/2] : s[t, x[f,t]/2] + 1 * (t -  p)
);
/*  IV. Multiplication of the sums S i * /
for k : 0 thru q do r(fc]: s[rddeg, fc]; 
for k  : 0 thru q do r(fc]: r[fc]/2; 
iwexp : twexp + 1;
for d : 2 thru (p — l ) /(2  * rddeg) — 1 do 
( t : rddeg * d,
for fc: 0 thru q do res[fc]: 0, 
for n : 0 thru q do
for m : 0 thru q do
(prod: r[n] * a[i, m],
exp : mo(f(n+ m,g +  l),
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ree[exp]: res[exp] +  prod
),
for k : 0 thru q do r[fc]: res[k]
);
/*  V. Cirle chasing: Keep coeffrienfcs small * /
for k  : 1 thru (p —1)/4 do
( if mod(? + 1, k) =  0 then 
( for j : 0 thru k - 1 do 
( : r[7'J,
for 1 : 0 thru (9 + 1  )/k  — 1 do
if hb> r[ft* I +  j] then hb : r[fc* I +jJ ,  
for 1 :0  thru (q + 1  ) /k  — 1 do




/*  VI. Cancel powers of 2 * /
divchedc: true; 
for t : 1 thru p do
if divcheck then
( f o r k : 0  thru q do
( h : mod(r[fc],2),
if h # 0  then divcheck : false
),
if divcheck then
( for k : 0 thru q do r[fc]: rffc]/2, tvuexp : ivtexp +  1)
);
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/*  VII. Cancel powers of p * /
divcheck : true; 
for i : 1 thru p do
if divcheck then
( for k : 0 thru q do
( h : mod(r[fc],p), *
if h # 0  then divcheck : false
>,
if divcheck then
( for k : 0 thru q do r[fc]: r[fc]/p, prexp: prexp + 1)
);
/*  VIII. Output */





* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  *y  
End of the program */
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
V ita
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